Please submit the policy recommendation here

The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Jakayla Sims
Buckles & Bling
Yes
Add to page 9-1
Add a Table of Contents
I believe we should add a Table of Contents to the beginning of the book
This will help us know what is where in the book

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google

Google Forms
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within
the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Susie Merritt
Resource club
Page 2 #3
smoking and chewing
Add vape
6. Smoking, vape and chewing tobacco are prohibited for all adults and youths at all 4-H activities or on show grounds.
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy? Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Susie Merritt
Resource club
Page 2 #8
Topic: Bikes and helmets
6. No bikes, scooters or skateboards are allowed in the equestrian areas. They may be used in the camping areas during camps. Helmets must be worn.
Helmets are required to ride horses—bike are same. and need to be required.
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Chery Paz
Frog Hollow
no
2. Bikes at events: no bikes- we allow bikes at horse shows.
6. Bikes are allowed at shows, clinics and camps, NOT in horse arena or barn. Helmets must be worn. Bikes to be parked away from entrances of the horse barn/arenas.
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may reword the policy how it would look within
the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Jakayla Sims
Buckles & Bling
Yes
2 #9
State/Show qualifications
Rule states: Qualifying activities are open to all youth regularly enrolled in a 4-H horse project in Spokane County. Top FIVE
placing and State Fair Qualifying points will be earned at these shows.
Rule needs to state: Qualifying shows are open to all youth regularly enrolled in 4-H horse projects in Spokane County. Year
end placings and State Fair Qualifying points will be earned at these shows.
This change helps clear up the rule and doesn't cap state qualifications to 5

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Google Forms
4-H Horse Policy Change Form

Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Susie Merritt
Spokane Resource Club
No update policy
Page 2 #10
Update to say Oct 1st of the current year. Remove Jan 1st and add Oct 1
10. All divisions will be determined by the member's age as of current enrollment guidelines and requirements per 4-H WSU Extension division. Horse's age is determined as January 1st of the current year.
Why? to make current with state policy

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google

Google Forms

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/124vmtHzY-IEfMuh5OWF1AhwR0iED3AqRFBKvQ8X8/edit?response=ACYDBNiiS5PvVilMxHds35EULinku11I2Vx...
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

1. Becky Parrish
   Frog Hollow
3. Yes, new policy
4. Page 2, after number 10.
5. Cross county participation
6. From WA State 4-H Policy 4.4: Enrolled 4-H Youth Members cannot be enrolled in the same project in two different counties or states at the same time. Youth from neighboring counties may participate in activities through Spokane Equine Educational contests under the following circumstances:
   *Open to enrolled 4-H youth from neighboring counties that don’t have equine educational contests offered.
   *Both counties WSU Extension Staff will work together to determine local guidelines for cross county participation for equine educational contests.

* In addition, neighboring county youth can participate in horse clinics and camps with proof of 4-H enrollment and current horse certificate.

7. Importance: Will allow educational contests to be open to youth from neighboring counties only if the contest is not offered, as well as make camps and clinics available to youth outside of the county.
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Susie Merritt
Resource
not new edit
page 2 #14
14. Show entries are due on/or postmarked by horse show pre-entry deadline. Entries postmarked after pre-entry deadline will be charged a late fee per member per weekend.
Why this is a current and correct way of handling show entries.
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Google Forms

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/124vntlHzY-lEfIMuh5OWFIIahwR0iED3AaRFbkvq8X8/edit#response=ACYDBN1i5PvIMxHdS35EUl1klu1l12V...
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy; Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

cheryl paz
frog hollow
no
p. 3 p 13
payments at shows - All fees must be paid in full before receiving your number. NO EXCEPTIONS!
Fees must be paid up before the weekend is up. Open checks may be left at the office and filled out when the exhibitor is done showing.
The show committee is extremely busy trying to get the show set up and started. In my experience I do not believe that they will have enough bodies and time to get all payments before exhibitors show. Previous experience has shown that debit cards can only be taken by the treasurer, and sometimes they can not be there each day before showing. Collecting money before the number is given means that someone with the square needs to be available every day before showing. This clogs up the office in the morning and takes away from riders meeting, general set up and normal horse show tasks. In the past 6 years we have NEVER had anyone not pay up for a show.
Please submit the policy recommendation here

The following must be included:

1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Susie Merritt
resource club
Page 3 #16

16. Post Entries: Show entries received after the pre entry deadline, and up to one hour prior to the start of each discipline, will be accepted with a per member per weekend post entry fee in addition to regular show fees. No late fee for added classes.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Google Forms

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/124vmtHbY-IEftMuh5OWF1ahwRGfED3AnRFBKvQ8X3/edit?response=ACYDBNilt5PvVIMxHdS35EUiniku11d2V...
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

cheryl paz
Frog Hollow
No
3 p 21

No exhibitor may act as judge, ring steward, secretary or manager of any show that they exhibit. They may help setup, breakdown, and be arena helpers.
Exhibitors who are still showing may not act as ring steward. Once they have finished showing for the day they may help as ring steward. While they still have classes they can help with arena work, set up, and breakdown.
The best way anyone can learn is to be in the arena with the judge. Learn by doing.
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Susie Merritt
Page 3
#23 #24
Add committee chair and eboard and all polices exhausted. remove about add regarding.
IT SHALL BE THE EXHIBITOR'S RESPONSIBILITY TO KNOW ALL THE RULES. Failure to follow rules may be basis for disqualification. If there is confusion regarding a rule or requirement and all policy has been exhausted by the committee chair and the horse executive board will make the final decision.

Why is to clarify the who will deciding parties will be and stating all policy will be exhausted.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Jakayla Sims
Buckles & Bling
Yes

Walk trot definitions
The rule book currently states: Exhibitors will not lope or canter in the Walk/Trot Class. This is a Walk/Trot class for beginning Juniors and Novices who are not ready to canter or lope. They must enter the Junior Showmanship class if a Junior, or the Novice showmanship class if they are a Novice. Exhibitors may enter English and/or Western Walk/Trot, Trail Walk/Trot, Ground Poles, and Dressage English and/or Western Intro Tests A and B. Exhibitors may not cross enter any class with loping or cantering. Once an exhibitor has competed in a lope/canter class in any discipline, (except Dressage), they may not go back to walk/trot. Walk/trot is based on the rider not the horse.

Needs to state: Exhibitors will not lope or canter in the Walk/Trot Class. Walk/Trot classes are for beginners who are not ready to canter or lope. Exhibitors may enter English and/or Western Walk/Trot, Trail Walk/Trot, Ground Poles, and Dressage English and/or Western Intro Tests A and B. Exhibitors may not cross enter any class with loping or cantering. Once an exhibitor has competed in a lope/canter class in any discipline, they may not go back to walk/trot. Walk/trot is based on the rider not the horse.

Add a paragraph for Novice classes.
This helps to clarify the Walk Trot classes

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Jakayla Sims
Buckles & Bling
Yes
Add to page 4/5
Gaming times for age divisions
I believe we should add a times and danish chart into our rule book so kids know what times we are looking for.
This will help kids know what's expected for danish times.
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

1. Cheryl Paz
2. Frog Hollow
3. No
4. 5
5. Western Games
6. Remove completely
7. As we do not rake after every run, it would be impossible to safely 100% say that a horse's foot stepped on that line. Page 37 in the PNW mentions nothing on a foot stepping on the line. this is what is said on page 37 Upsetting the start-finish markers
   - Crossing the start-finish line outside of the start-finish line markers
   - Crossing the start-finish line (breaking the barrier) with any part of the horse or rider (outside of the customary start and finish. Failure to keep all four feet of the horse from crossing a lane line at the same time
   - Failure to keep all four feet of the horse inside the run-out box

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Google Forms
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within
   the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Susie Merritt
Spokane Recourse Club
No
5-8
Jumping
Update on pages 5-8

COURSES – Courses must be posted at least one hour before the class begins.

Section One: Ground Poles
Section Two: 12” - 18”
Section Three: 18” - 2’
Section Four: 2’ - 2’3”
Section Five: 2’ 3” - 2’ 6”
Section Six: 2’ 6” - 2’ 9”

J1. For safety purposes and in order to jump at a show, RIDERS MUST PRE-QUALIFY for each Jumping Section, beginning with Section 1, at a Pre-Qualifier offered by 4-H. Once pre-qualified for a specific Section, the exhibitor may then enter that Section at the show.
**Exhibitors must pre-qualify on the horse that he/she will be using for Jumping at the show (i.e., to use a back-up horse with a current horse certificate, rider must pre-qualify on this horse as well). (Hardship horses must be approved by e-board and pre-qualified)

J4. Receipt of 2 Danish blue ribbons for the show season qualifies an Exhibitor to enter the next Section at the next Show, if desired. Each exhibitor may move up only one Section per show and may only enter a total of two Sections per show.

J5. Take out this rule, its stated under course diagrams

Delete J6, J7, and J8

New J6 - Currently there is no jumping offered at State Fair.

Jumping: Classes
All classes are judged on a rider’s effective use of aids throughout the entire course. With emphasis on seat, hands, position and ability to control mount.

JUMPING SHOWMANSHIP – Exhibitors must compete in showmanship prior to riding classes.
HUNTSEAT EQUITATION – Judged on the rider’s seat, hands and ability to control their mount. EQUITATION HACK – Horses are to be shown at a walk, trot, canter and hand gallop both directions. They will then take two consecutive fences, halt, stand quietly and may be asked to back.
EQUITATION OVER FENCES – To be shown over a course of at least 8 fences. Judged on the rider’s seat, hands, and their
ability to control their mount.

Delete Gamblers Choice
Danish Points are awarded as follows for Over Fences Classes:
- Blue: 80 - and above
- Red: 60 - 79.99
- White: 59.999 and below

Score sheets may be available to each rider after classes for educational feedback.

If any questions are not covered by these rules, please refer to:
- 4-H Horse Contest Guide PNWS74
- 4-H Hunter Jumper Manual

Spokane County 4-H Jumping Pre Qualification Checklist

TASK PASS COMMENTS
Section 1 (Ground Poles) Hold reins correctly at the halt. Shorten and lengthen reins at the halt, walk, trot, and canter. Demonstrate control while maintaining a safe, basic balanced position at the walk and trot. Maintain the trot on the flat jumping over ground poles. Ride a simple course of 4 to 5 jumps.

Section 2 (12"-18") Hold reins correctly at the halt. Shorten and lengthen reins at the halt, walk, trot, and canter. Demonstrate control while maintaining a safe, basic balanced position at the walk, trot and canter. Maintain the trot on the flat jumping over fences. Ride a simple course of 4 to 5 jumps not to exceed, but include 18".

Section 3 (18"-2') Maintain a safe, basic balanced jumping position with control at the walk, trot, and canter. Candidates should maintain a secure base of support while developing balance and a steady position over fences. Trot over ground poles followed by a cross rail. Jump a simple stadium course of 5 to 7 jumps not to exceed, but to include 2 ft. 5 in.

Section 4 (2'-2'3") Candidate should maintain a secure base of support, while developing balance and a steady position over fences. Trot over ground poles followed by a cross rail. Jump a simple course of 5 to 7 jumps not to exceed, but to include 2 ft. 3 in, with control over the fences.

Section 5 (2'3"-2'6") Ride with confidence and control over fences, demonstrating a secure, basic balanced jumping position and use of natural aids. Should initiate free forward movement with smooth transitions while developing a steady light feel of mounts mouth. Perform simple gymnastic exercises for rider over trotting poles followed by 3 ft. jump. Ride over a small grid of fences not to exceed, but to include, 2'6". Ride over jumping course of 5 to 7 jumps, not to exceed, but to include 2'6" ft.

Section 5 (2'6"-2'9") Ride with confidence and control over fences, demonstrating a secure, basic balanced jumping position and use of natural aids. Should initiate free forward movement with smooth transitions while developing a steady light feel of the mounts mouth. Perform simple gymnastic exercises for riders over trotting poles followed by 3 ft. jump. Ride over a small grid of fences not to exceed, but to include, 2'9". Ride over jumping course of 6 to 8 jumps, not to exceed, but to include 2'9" ft.

Approved to enter Section _____ at the____ Spokane County 4-H Show. Signature of 4-H Evaluator: __________________________ Date: ____________ To be filled out and signed by Evaluator at the Spring Clinic (Jumping Pre-Qualifier) and turned into the show committee.

These changes provide clarity on jumping sections as well as cleaning up some of the wording.
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Jakayla Sims
Buckles & Bling
Yes
9
Dressage Danish Rubric
The current rubric is
65 and above —— Blue
50 - 64.9999 —— Red
49.9999 and below —— White
This needs to match the state rubric which is
Blue: 58% and above
Red: 50% to 57.9%
White: 49.9% and below
This will give us a more accurate scoring system for our youth in placing them more accurately.
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Susie Merritt
Spokane Resource Club
No
9

Dressage

D1. All competitors in dressage are required to compete in a showmanship class prior to showing.
D2. Rider may enter English and/or Western Dressage. Riders may enter two tests at a show.
D3. Rider may not ride the same test twice at one show. The highest two scores of tests ridden at each show count toward State fair.
D4. English: Introductory Level, Training Level, First Level, and Second Level will be offered. Western: Introductory, Basic level, and Level 1 will be offered.
D5. Tests may be ridden until a rider has a score of 55% or better. The following year the rider must move up to the next level available.
D6. removed
D7. removed
D8. removed
D9. Horse and rider will be eliminated under the following circumstances - Three Test errors - Riders not presenting at A within 45 seconds of the judge ringing the bell - If all four feet of the horse leave the arena during the test.

This clarifies and updates Dressage rules.
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within
the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

see email with attachde Page 10
Janna #3
B&B
Page 10 (under green horse add publication test locations
Foal of the current year -
Yearling -
Two Year Old on the Ground -
1st Year Under Saddle -
2nd Year Under Saddle -
3rd Year Under Saddle -
4th Year Under Saddle
why?
To clarify and provide policy for the green horse project.
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Page 11
Janna #1
B&B
Page 11 (between green horse n driving

Small Equine In-Hand: See complete manual
The small equine in-hand division was developed to provide a place for horse project members whose equine may be too small to ride. Throughout this document, when the word "equine" is used it specifically refers to small equine. Unless otherwise specified, exhibitors may wear standard western or English attire as described in the PNW Contest Guide. Eligibility for Showing Height Small Equine In-Hand classes are open to any equine (miniatue horse, pony, donkey or mule) that is 48" or less when measured at the highest point of the withers Please note that this may be a different way of measuring than what miniature horse owners are used to. If you have used the height at the last hair of the mane before, you will need to remeasure your equine at the highest point of the withers.

Classes offered:
  Showmanship
  Dressage in hand
  Obstacle in Hand
  Hunter in Hand

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Google Forms
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Page 11
Janna #4
Page 11-12
Remove Drill Team rules and score sheet
Why: No longer active program

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Please submit the policy recommendation here

The following must be included:

1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

1. Janna Dimmick
2. B&B
3. yes
4. 11 &19
5. Driving

6. For safe purposes and in order to drive at a show, Drivers must be pre-qualified for the driving section. You can prequalify at Spring Clinic, or qualify at the show with ground driving, you must receive a safe to drive pass from the clinician or judge.

** Driver must pre-qualify on the equine that he/she will be driving at the show (i.e. to use a backup equine with a current horse certificate, drivers must pre-qualify on this equine as well). (Hardshiped equines must be approved by the executive board and pre-qualify).

* At least one pre-qualifier will be available prior to the shows and a ground driving qualifier at each show will be offered, before driving.

* Once a driving equine and 4-Her combination has shown in cart, passed in ground driving or passed at an approved clinic that pair will not have to requalify.

ground driving will not count toward points

Classes offered
****see the Driving Manuel PNW229
showmanship
*Ground driving (not to be included in any highpoints) page 19 remove
Precision Driving
Reinsmanship
Pleasure Driving

why? to be consistent with state classes and also to encourage safety and will help save time at the show.

---
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Google Forms

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/124vntIH2Y-IEfF5Uzw5OWFInahwROiED3AaRFbKVq8X8/edit#response=ACYDBNif5PvVIMxtdS35EUltklu1i2V...
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within
   the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

1. Your Full Name: Angie Neumiller
2. 4-H Club: Buckle & Bling 4-H
3. Is this a new policy: NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on? Noted
5. What is the topic of this policy? Horse certificates
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing?

Pg 13
Horse Certificates

Only members enrolled in Horse Project with a Spokane County 4-H club as primary, will be allowed to submit a project
horse certificate.
Add: To be eligible for a horse to be certified, the youth must have possession (own/lease the horse used, plus provide the
care for, feeding, and management of the horse) at least 30 days prior to a horse event.
Add: Educational events (Hippology, Horse Bowl, etc) do not require youth to have a certificated animal.
Eliminate redundant parentheses.
8. Immediate family members only may certify the same horse (with the exception of a share horse mentor/mentee
contract). The horse may not be used in the same age group division on the same day, but may be used by another certified
member in another division (junior and walk-trot, intermediate and junior, senior and novice etc).
10. Delete
11. Delete
12. Delete
13. A summary of certified project horses should be submitted to the executive board and horse show chair 30 days prior to
the first horse show. Other committee chairs may request a list of project and activity horses prior to horse events.
(above should be renumbered)

Project Horses
Delete existing. Add:
A horse certificate is submitted before March 1st
The youth must have possession (own/lease the horse used, plus provide the care for, feeding, and management of the
horse) before March 1st.
The youth has possession (own/lease the horse used, plus provide the care for, feeding, and management of the horse) at
least 30 days prior to a horse event.
May be used for all Spokane County Horse project activities.
May quality for State Fair.
May be eligible for Horse Show high point, and year-end awards.

Activity Horses
Delete existing. Add:
Are certified after March 1st
Are certified before March 1st but members are enrolled in Horse Project outside of Spokane County.
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within
the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Susie Merritt
Resources
Page 13
#1 #2
add small equine, harness.
What is says now 1. Refunds/credits will be 100% of the entry fee less a maximum *$10.00 office fee, per show, per
member. Refunds may be requested per discipline (Jumping, Dressage, Green Horse, Performance, Western Games) (per
weekend/per member *to the show secretary prior to 72 hours of the start of the show). Any cancelation after the 72 hours
deadline must have a doctor or veterinarian note to receive a full refund.
Remove*written request or confirmed email must be turned into the show secretary for a show refund or roll over to the next
show. No refunds or credits will be carried forward to the next 4-H calendar year. Once the exhibitor has participated in
showmanship class, no refund/credit will be issued for the following dropped classes in that discipline.
2. Refunds for all other 4-H horse activities must be requested within 10 days of the designated activity. No refunds/credits
will be carried forward to next 4-H calendar year.

EDIT to increase to $20. *A written remove ALL> except showmanship discipline no refund.
#2 Add doctor note and vet note *remove the horse secretary entry fee roll over and add the showmanship participation.

1. Full refunds must be requested within 72 hours with a doctor or veterinarian note minus a *$20.00 office fee, per show,
per member. Refunds may be requested per discipline (Jumping, Dressage, Green Horse, Performance, Western Games)
(per weekend/per member) Once the exhibitor has participated in showmanship class, no refund/credit will be issued for
the following dropped classes in that discipline.

2. Refunds for all other 4-H horse activities must be requested within 10 days of the designated activity. Each committee
may request a different cancellation fee per their event. Full refunds must have a doctor notes or veterinary notes. No
refunds/credits will be carried forward to next 4-H calendar year.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
The youth has possession (own/lease the horse used, plus provide the care for, feeding, and management of the horse) at least 30 days prior to a horse event.
May be used for all Spokane County Horse project activities.
Placings and ribbons will be given to activity horses.
Are not eligible for State Fair
Do not accumulate points for year end awards.
May be eligible for Horse show high point awards.

Mentor Member/Rider
Delete existing. Add:
An Intermediate or Senior who wishes to mentor one member may share participation of their certified project horse with a non-sibling member.
The '4-H Horse Mentorship Contract' must be completed and submitted with the horse certificates.
The '4-H Horse Mentorship Contract' must be signed by a 4-H leader.
The horse would qualify as a project horse for the mentored member if all project horse criteria are met, however, the horse is not eligible for State participation with the mentee.
The mentee must receive guidance and participate in the care for, handling, and management of the mentor's horse, by the mentor, for at least 30 days prior to a horse related event.
The mentored member may not compete in the same age division as the mentor.

(The '4-H Horse Mentorship Contract' would need to be revised to add 4-H club leader signature)

Pg 14
Appeals
Delete: "Appeals Board" and "Review Board"
Replace with: "Horse committee Executive Board"
Delete: "The Appeals Board shall be comprised of the Horse Committee's Executive Board"
Delete columns of information as it is clearly stated above in definitions of Activity and Project horses.
Delete: "Therefore... " as it is redundant.

Pg 15
Disputes: Move to page 14 to align with appeals

P 18
Delete "Camping" Replace with "Horse Camp" for Spokane 4-H'ers
Delete last sentence: Horses must be certified 2 weeks prior to camp entry deadlines.
Replace with: Youth will have a valid horse certificate (project or activity) and having possession (own/lease the horse used, plus provide the care for, feeding, and management of the horse) for at least 30 days prior to a horse event.

7. Why is this policy important to change or add?
The original policy allowed for confusion as to the definitions of project horse and activity horse. There were differing requirements for eligibility for horse camps and shows based on when the horse certificate was filed. These definitions were consolidated and listed for clarity. "Possession" was defined according to the Snohomish Policy book to place the emphasis of knowing the horse for safety rather than horse certificate policy submission date. Added that a list of horse certificates should be published to show committee for verification of award eligibility.
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

1. Your Full Name: Angie Neumiller
2. 4-H Club: Buckles & Bling 4-H
3. Is this a new policy: NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # After Project and Activity horses definitions.
5. What is the topic of this policy? Horse certificates
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing?

Shared Horse (Mentor Member/Rider)
Delete existing. Add:
An Intermediate or Senior who wishes to mentor one member may share participation of their certified project horse with a non-sibling member.
Limited to one mentor/mentee relationship per 4-H member.
The '4-H Horse Mentorship Contract' must be completed and submitted with the horse certificates.
The '4-H Horse Mentorship Contract' must be signed by a 4-H leader.
The horse would qualify as a project horse for the mentored member if all project horse criteria are met including state fair qualification.
The mentee must receive guidance and participate in the care for, handling, and management of the mentor's horse, by the mentor, for at least 30 days prior to a horse related event.
The mentored member may not compete in the same age division as the mentor.

(The '4-H Horse Mentorship Contract' would need to be revised to add 4-H club leader signature)

7. Why is this policy important to change or add?
This allows mentored horses to go to state fair. It changes language to include "shared horse" which aligns with state fair language. Limits one mentor/mentee relationship per member.
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

1. Your Full Name: Angie Neumiller
2. 4-H Club: Buckles & Bling 4-H
3. Is this a new policy: NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # Noted
5. What is the topic of this policy? Horse certificates
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing?

Pg 13
Horse Certificates

Only members enrolled in Horse Project with a Spokane County 4-H club as primary, will be allowed to submit a project horse certificate.
Add: To be eligible for a horse to be certified, the youth must have possession (own/lease the horse used, plus provide the care for, feeding, and management of the horse) at least 30 days prior to a horse event.
Add: Educational events (Hippology, Horse Bowl, etc) do not require youth to have a certificated animal. Eliminate redundant parentheses.
Horse certificates should be submitted in paper form only.
The club leader should submit all certificates with the Horse Certificate Club Leader Form including payment for the entire club.
8. Immediate family members only may certify the same horse (with the exception of a share horse mentor/mentee contract). The horse may not be used in the same age group division on the same day, but may be used by another certified member in another division (junior and walk-trot, intermediate and junior, senior and novice etc).
10. Delete
11. Delete
12. Delete
13. A summary of certified project horses should be submitted to the executive board and horse show chair 30 days prior to the first horse show. Other committee chairs may request a list of project and activity horses prior to horse events.
(above should be renumbered)

Project Horses
Delete existing. Add:
A horse certificate is submitted before March 1st
The youth must have possession (own/lease the horse used, plus provide the care for, feeding, and management of the horse) by March 1st.
The youth has possession (own/lease the horse used, plus provide the care for, feeding, and management of the horse) at least 30 days prior to a horse event.
May be used for all Spokane County Horse project activities.
May quality for State Fair.
May be eligible for Horse Show high point, and year-end awards.

Activity Horses
Delete existing. Add:
Are certified after March 1st
Are certified before March 1st but members are enrolled in Horse Project outside Spokane County.
The youth has possession (own/lease the horse used, plus provide the care for, feeding, and management of the horse) at least 30 days prior to a horse event.
May be used for all Spokane County Horse project activities.
Placings and ribbons will be given to activity horses.
Are not eligible for State Fair
Do not accumulate points for year end awards.
May be eligible for Horse show high point awards.

Pg 14
Appeals
Delete: “Appeals Board” and “Review Board”
Replace with: “Horse committee Executive Board”
Delete: "The Appeals Board shall be comprised of the Horse Committee's Executive Board"
Delete columns of information as it is clearly stated above in definitions of Activity and Project horses.
Delete: “Therefore...” as it is redundant.

Pg 15
Disputes: Move to page 14 to align with appeals

P 18
Delete “Camping” Replace with “Horse Camp” for Spokane 4-H'ers
Delete last sentence: Horses must be certified 2 weeks prior to camp entry deadlines.
Replace with: Youth will have a valid horse certificate (project or activity) and having possession (own/lease the horse used, plus provide the care for, feeding, and management of the horse) for at least 30 days prior to a horse event.

7. Why is this policy important to change or add?
The original policy allowed for confusion as to the definitions of project horse and activity horse. There were differing requirements for eligibility for horse camps and shows based on when the horse certificate was filed. These definitions were consolidated and listed for clarity. “Possession” was defined according to the Snohomish Policy book to place the emphasis of knowing the horse for safety rather than horse certificate policy submission date. Added that a list of horse certificates should be published to show committee for verification of award eligibility.
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Susie Merritt
Resource club
Page 2
#15
remove all of 15

15. Show entries will be returned for the following reasons: Incomplete information, insufficient fees (unless authorized by the show secretary), Invalid Horse Certificate Number, or no enrollment on file in the 4-H office. If returning an incomplete entry causes that entry to be late the member is responsible for the late fee per member per weekend. The 4-H Office must receive corrected entry and fees on/or before Friday, one week prior to the show. If you would like a confirmation of receipt of entry include a note stating such and a valid email address, along with your entry.
Why it is not current or a correct way of horse show entries.
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

1. Cheryl Paz
2. Frog Hollow
3. No
4. Awards Page 18
5. Year end horse awards.
6. Will print out page. Sharing link is not available at this time
7. This is a detailed list that explains how to calculate year end awards and 3 budget options

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Google Forms

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/124vmthHzY-IefMuh5OWFIahwR0lED3AqRFbKvQ8X8/edit#response=ACYDBNIt5PvVIMxHdS35EUimktu1/12Vx... 21/123
Take the best from both shows. Each division is separated as the following:
Divisions: Dressage, jumping, performance, small equine, gaming, driving, green horse, educational.

Use this to double check points:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Showmanship Danish Scores</th>
<th>Blue 85–100</th>
<th>Red 70–84</th>
<th>White 69 &amp; below</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 pt</td>
<td>2 pt</td>
<td>1 pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumping Danish Scores</td>
<td>Blue 80–100</td>
<td>Red 60-79.99</td>
<td>White 59.999 and below</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 pt</td>
<td>2 pt</td>
<td>1 pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dressage Danish Scores</td>
<td>Blue 65-100</td>
<td>Red 50-64.999</td>
<td>White 49.99 and below</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 pt</td>
<td>2 pt</td>
<td>1 pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance Danish Scores</td>
<td>Blue 85–100</td>
<td>Red 70–84</td>
<td>White 69 &amp; below</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 pt</td>
<td>2 pt</td>
<td>1 pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trail (Part of performance)</td>
<td>Blue 75–100</td>
<td>Red 50-74</td>
<td>White 49 &amp; below</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 pt</td>
<td>2 pt</td>
<td>1 pt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gaming: Do not have a computer. It's in Google sheets and show manager has spreadsheet.

Jumping
All divisions
Exhibitors that jump will place higher than the exhibitors who enter ground pole classes, regardless of points. Once exhibitors who jumped (disqualified doesn't count) have been placed then move on to ground poles.

| Showmanship | Hunt Seat Eq | Over Fences | Hunter Hack |
|--------------|--------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|
Example
step 1-confirm they are a project horse and have a record book.

Step 2-Make sure all white ribbons have 1 point only regardless of final placing. Keep track of this by keeping that cell a different color. It will be asked as a question.

horse show #1
Kid a total points 25 points
Kid b total points 33
Horse show #2
Kid a total points 20 points
Kids b total points 24

Step 3- strike out the duplicate. Kid a showed both shows. Keep the highest score strike out the lower one
horse show #1
Kid a total points 25 points
Kid b total points 33
Horse show #2
Kid a total points 20 points
Kids b total points 24

Step 4- place them - have awards committee and audit double check and confirm
horse show #1
Kid a total points 25 points. 2nd
Kid b total points 33 1st
Horse show #2
Kid a total points 20 points
Kids b total points 24

Budget Breakdown
Divisions: Dressage, jumping, performance, mini, gaming, driving, green horse, educational
Tie Breakers: Listed on page 44 of rule book. In the event of a tie subtract $10 from each exhibitor involved in the tie. Example if the tie is for 2nd and the money is worth $100, the tie money would be $90 each person.

Option #1

**Placing 1-5**
1st $120
2nd $100
3rd $80
4th $60
5th $40

**Placing 1-4**
1st $100
2nd $80
3rd $60
4th $40

**Placing 1-3**
1st $80
2nd $60
3rd $40

**Placing 1-2**
1st $60
2nd $40

Only 1 exhibitor per division
$25

Option 2

Placing 1-5
1st $100
2nd $80
3rd $60
4th $40
5th $30

Placing 1-4
1st $80
2nd $60
3rd $40
4th $30

Placing 1-3
1st $60
2nd $40
3rd $30

Placing 1-2
1st $40
2nd $30

Only 1 exhibitor per division
$25

Option 3

Placing 1-5
1st $70
2nd $50
3rd $35
4th $25
5th $15

Placing 1-4
1st $50
2nd $35
3rd $25
4th $25
5th $15

Placing 1-3
1st $35
2nd $25
3rd $15
4th
5th

**Placing 1-2**
1st $25
2nd $15

**Only 1 exhibitor per division**

$25

**Fastest times**
6 events total, 1 per event, not separated by division

$25

**Horse of the year**

$85

**Committee Members**
$15 each person or a variation of

**Volunteer of the year**
$125

**Youth of the Year**

$100

**Saddle log hours**

$500
0-99
100-299
300-499
500-799
800-999

Ground work

$250

**Advance Checklist**

$200 - never is this much
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Jakayla Sims
Buckles & Bling
No
19
Updating classes/verbiage on Horse projects points system page
Highlighted portions are updated
The Points & Rules Committee will record points for all certified project horses that participate in Spokane County competitive horse project events. The points are used to determine qualifiers for High Points, State Fair, and year-end awards. Points are recorded from all qualifying shows. We place 1-8th place and award blue, red, and white danishes. Activity horses do not qualify for points and awards

Points are kept on the following classes

PERFORMANCE
1. Showmanship
2. Hunt Seat
3. Saddle Seat
4. Western Equitation
5. Bareback Equitation
6. Trail
7. Reining (Intermediates/Seniors only)
8. Disciplined Rail (Intermediates/Seniors only)
9. Walk/Trot English
10. Walk/Trot Western
11. Walk/Trot Trail

JUMPING
1. Showmanship
2. Hunt Seat Equitation
3. Section 1
4. Section 2
5. Section 3
6. Section 4
7. Section 5
8. Section 6.
(define section heights)

DRIVING
1. Driving Showmanship
2. Ground Driving
3. Pleasure Driving
4-H Horse Policy Change Form

5. Reinsmanship

SMALL EQUINE
1. Showmanship
2. In-Hand Trail
3. In-Hand Jumping
4. Dressage in-hand

GREEN HORSE-Senior and Intermediates only
1. Showmanship under 2 years
2. Showmanship 2 years and over
3. Foal Test
4. Yearling Test
5. 2 year Test
6. Ground Driving
7. 1st Year Under Saddle
8. 2nd Year Under Saddle
9. 3rd Year Under Saddle
10. 4th Year Under Saddle
11. In hand trail

DRESSAGE
1. Dressage Showmanship
2. Dressage Seat Eq
3. Introductory Level/Western Intro 4. Training Level/Western Basic
5. First Level/Western Level 1

These changes are to update the book with our new classes and clerical errors.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Jakayla Sims
BB
Page 20
Yes
after points system
Danish point and point worth system chart
ADD chart here
remove all other danish rules/point values and have it only placed in one location on page 20. ie page 4 P4 remove from here and only have one chart on page 20. remove from trail, jumping, etc. performance trail dressage jumping.
Why one chart to help with clarity and pts all info in one location point and danish.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Google Forms
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Jakayla Sims
Buckles & Bling
No
White Danishes
The rule book currently states: Any white ribbon receives 1 point only, including those placing in the top 3. My proposed change is: White ribbons are one point plus the earned rosette score just as blues and reds are. This will be consistent across the board for horse shows, high points and year end awards. White ribbons do not qualify for state fair. We will add a white ribbon chart to the rule book to match the blue and red charts.
This change will help provide consistency and clarity for all points collected and leave no room for error.
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

1. Your Full Name: Angie Neumiller
2. 4-H Club: Buckles & Bling
3. Is this a new policy: No - revision of current policy
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on? Currently page 20 and other places
5. What is the topic of this policy? Record book check off
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing?

4-H Horse Show High Point of the Day and 3-day High Point (if not otherwise consolidated)
2. Delete current and replace: To be eligible for Horse Show High-Point awards, Record Books must be submitted prior to participating in showmanship, but not earlier than 1 week before the show. Record books are validated as up-to-date using the check off rubric and must contain entries from the most recent month. The "Record Book Progress Check Off" must be signed by a member of the Horse Show committee. Books are submitted as the work of the 4-H member, and should have minimal assistance from an adult.

Pg 20
3. Delete current and Replace: To be eligible for Horse Show High-Point awards, Record Books must be submitted prior to participating in showmanship, but not earlier than 1 week before the show. Record books are validated as up-to-date using the check off rubric and must contain entries from the most recent month. The "Record Book Progress Check Off" must be signed by a member of the Horse Show committee. Record Books are submitted as the work of the 4-H member, and should have minimal assistance from an adult.

State Fair and State Competition Qualifying
2. Delete current and replace: Record books shall be checked with the member's intent of competing in state level educational contests (Hippology, Horse Bowl, etc). Record Books should be submitted one week prior to the State competition (or other arranged check off time) and are validated as up-to-date using the check off rubric. They must contain entries from the most recent month. The "Record Book Progress Check Off" must be signed by the sending committee. Record Books are submitted as the work of the 4-H member, and should have minimal assistance from an adult.
3. Delete and replace: Record books shall be checked with the member's intent to compete at State Fair for Horse Judging, Horse Presentations, Groom Squad or with their horse. Members must submit their current record book to the 4-H office before the August Horse Project Committee meeting (or other arranged State Fair meeting time). Record Books are validated as up-to-date using the check off rubric and must contain entries from the most recent month. The "Record Book Progress Check Off" must be signed by a member of the Horse Project Executive Committee. Record Books are submitted as the work of the 4-H member, and should have minimal assistance from an adult.
4. Delete "Record Book Progress Check off List" as it is replaced by the rubric.

Record book Progress Check off

Record book progress check-off is done to validate that a member is up-to-date on their Record Book using the check off rubric.
(Needs a catalog number and submission with this policy book)
To be eligible for Horse Show High-Point awards, Record Books must be submitted prior to participating in showmanship,
but not earlier than 1 week before the show. Record books are validated as up-to-date using the check off rubric and must contain entries from the most recent month. The “Record Book Progress Check Off” must be signed by a member of the Horse Show committee.

Record books shall be checked with the member’s intent of competing in state level educational contests (Hippology, Horse Bowl, etc). Record Books should be submitted one week prior to the State competition (or other arranged check off time) and are validated as up-to-date using the check off rubric. They must contain entries from the most recent month. The “Record Book Progress Check Off” must be signed by the sending committee.

Record books shall be checked with the member’s intent to compete at State Fair for Horse Judging, Horse Presentations, Groom Squad or with their horse. Members must submit their current record book to the 4-H office before the August Horse Project Committee meeting (or other arranged State Fair meeting time). Record Books are validated as up-to-date using the check off rubric and must contain entries from the most recent month. The “Record Book Progress Check Off” must be signed by a member of the Horse Project Executive Committee.

Leaders are encouraged to sign the “Record Book Progress Check Off” at the end of the Record Book any time they review a member’s record book, discuss goals, assist with project planning etc.

Record Books are submitted as the work of the 4-H member, and should have minimal assistance from an adult.

7. Why is this policy important to change or add?
In the current book there are a few places where the policy conflicts or isn’t applicable. This clarification reconciles the check off process with consistent language and procedure.
Record Book Checklist

Name of Member: ___________________________ Age: ________ Year in 4-H: ________ Club: ________________

_____ 4H Events
- All 4-H events (club meetings, competitions, community service etc) are recorded; October through the current month.

_____ Goals
- At least 2-3 goals are set. List how you will work to achieve this goal (ie take lessons, practice lead changes etc). Include parent/member responsibilities and parent and leader signatures. Goal summaries not required, as the member should complete those at the end of the year.

_____ Horse Certificate
- Horse certificate must be completed for each project animal.

_____ Health Care Records, Hoof Care Records
- Animal health care (vaccine, wormer etc), October through current month.

_____ Financial Records
- Itemized list of all horse expenses (tack, health, entry fees, board, feed, etc). October through current month, are complete.
- Monthly expense/income report summary is up to date until current month.

_____ Show/Competition Records
- Records reflect October through current month (Some members may not have shown prior to first 4-H show. Include non-4H competitions too.)

_____ Educational Competitions and Presentations
- Presentations (club or county level) member has given are listed. Only required for state qualifying contests.

_____ Saddle Log
- Records reflect time working with the project horse October through current month.

_____ Initial “Record Book Progress Check off” page.

Leadership Projects, 4-H Promotion in the Community, Community Service Projects, 4-H Story, photos and goal summaries are not required to be up to date/complete at horse shows, as the member will complete those at the end of the year.

I certify that the following record book is up to date until ________ (date of horse show), and was completed by myself.

Name of Member: ___________________________ Member Signature: ___________________________

This member has an up to date record book and is therefore eligible for high-point at this 4-H show: (circle one) ________ Yes ________ No

Record Book Check-Offed by: ________________ (initial)
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

1. Cheryl Paz
2. Frog Hollow
3. Yes
4. 20
5. Record books
6. Record books are to be judged by club leaders for year end awards. Only blue ribbon books may be submitted to record book committee for year end awards final placings.
7. Record book committee has a lot of books to judge. Weeding out the white and red ribbons would cut down on their time, and allow for their budget to be focused on the best record keeping books. Danish of red and white can still be given out at year end awards.
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Google Forms
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Jakayla Sims
Buckles & Bling
Yes
21
Year End Points System Placing of Contestants
Remove the "Year End Points System Placing of Contestants" section as points will be calculated the same for shows, highpoints, state qualification, and year end awards.
This will provide accurate information and consistency.
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/124vntrHzY-IEfMuh5OWFnahwR0iED3AqRFBKyQ8X8/edit?response=ACYDBNilt5PvVMxdHdS35EUnklju1l2Vx...
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within
the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Jakayla Sims
Buckles & Bling
Yes
19-21
Points
Points will be calculated the same for shows, highpoints, state qualification, and year end awards.
This policy change will provide clarity and consistency for everything and not leave anything to question.
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/124vmzlHzY-EfLmuh5OWFhNhbwR0iED3AgPFBKvQ8Xb/edit#response=ACYDBNiL5PvIMxHdS35EUInIu1lI2Vx...
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Jakayla Sims
Buckles & Bling
No
21
Mini
This is just an update to wording and the class list.
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Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

1. Your Full Name: Angie Neumiller
2. 4-H Club: Buckles & Bling
3. Is this a new policy: Yes
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on? Currently Page 22
5. What is the topic of this policy? Record book
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing?
   Under the heading High point Educational; Senior, Intermediate, & Junior
   Add: “and Record Books (Danish score)” to the list of educational competitions.
   Change: “six” to “seven” scores

Record Book Educational Competition

Only members enrolled in Spokane County 4-H will be allowed to enter the Record Book educational contest and should reflect the project year October 1 to September 30.
Record books will be turned in to the 4-H office for year end judging prior to the October Horse committee meeting. Once books are turned in or left at the 4-H office for the intention of judging, they are considered complete and in the care of the Record Book Committee.
Books will be judged according to the rubric posted on the 4-H Spokane County website page.
Record books will be judged by two or more judges with scores averaged and awarded using the Danish System.
Achievement awards will be given at the discretion of the Record Book committee.
Year end Record Book submission is required to be eligible for year-end awards.
4-H members should demonstrate a good faith effort in completing their record book.
Record Books are submitted as the work of the 4-H member, and should have minimum assistance from an adult. Parents should notify the committee in writing (with submission of the record book) if there are special considerations due to a member’s disability or circumstances.

7. Why is this policy important to change or add?
   It allows record books to be added as an education competition event, recognizing the significant amount of work that youth put into these books. It adds diversity to the types of educational competitions.
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Jakayla Sims
Buckles & Bling
Yes
22
State fair
The rule book currently states: All horse members trying to qualify for state fair with their horse or for horse judging, horse presentations, or groom squad must submit their current record book to the 4-H Office by the Friday following the 3rd qualifying show. Those horse members trying to qualify for state competition in Horse Bowl or Hippology must submit their current record book to the 4-H office by March 1st.
This needs to state: we do not have a 3rd show, please replace all with 2nd show.
We need to change this because we do not have a 3rd show
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Google Forms
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Susie Merritt
Resource club
Page 22
ADD
For year end awards, to qualify in educational exhibitors need to compete in more than 1 educational contest.

Why was voted on prior needs to make sure it gets in the policy rehaul.
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Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within
   the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Jakayla Sims
Buckles & Bling
Yes
22

State Fair
The rule book currently states: Only Intermediates and Seniors qualify for state fair and state competitions. This needs to
say: Only Intermediates and Seniors qualify for state fair and state competitions. Juniors can qualify to go to State for
judging.
This is just an update to wording
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Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Jakayla Sims & Janna Dimmick

Buckles & Bling

Yes

22

3 day high point

For a 3 day high point I propose that we should have two different awards 1. Versatile Horse and Rider (same horse, same rider all weekend high point award. ALL points from the weekend in ALL divisions) 2. Versatile Rider (One rider with multiple horses ALL points from the weekend in ALL divisions). Both awards for Seniors, Intermediate, Junior and Walk Trot divisions.

This new policy for 3 day, now two different high points, is more fair in the long run. This would include all points the kids earn making these true high points versus the old system of it being more of a lottery system of picking 2 classes each day and not being able to change them no matter how you do in the class or whether there is an emergency and you have to scratch the class.
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within
   the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Jakayla Sims
Buckles & Bling
No
22
Daily High Points
It currently states: High point awards compiled from the member's best show day. Points will be tallied from showmanship
and all other qualifying classes ridden that day for all disciplines.
For clarity this needs to say: Daily High Point Awards are given at both County Shows in Performance, Dressage/Jumping,
Driving, Small Equine, and Western Games. Showmanship will be included in the calculation of high points but will also be
used as the tie breaker if need be.
This change makes what we award clearer because it is defining how we award daily high point.
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Google Forms
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

4-H Policy proposal #1 by
1. Kelly Peley
2. 4-H Club : Buckles and Bling
3. Is this a new policy: NO
4. What page #, paragraph, section, etc., is the policy on or should be on? Page 23
5. What is the topic of this policy? State Jackets and State financial support
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing?

State Jackets (currently written, amendment proposal)
One lifetime state jacket will be given to Senior and Intermediate youth members the first year they qualify and attend State Fair or a State level competition in a horse riding/driving or in an equine educational contest. If an additional jacket is requested, it will be the responsibility of the exhibitor's family to purchase.
ADD: Each subsequent year that a 4-H youth qualifies for State Fair or a State level competition in a horse riding/driving or in an equine educational contest they will receive a patch for their qualifying event that can be sewn onto their one lifetime state jacket.
ADD State Jackets shall be funded from Horse Certificate payments, late registration fees from 4-H horse and educational events, and funds raised from the annual Tack Swap event.

State contests financial support to eligible 4-H Youths
To assist with the high cost of travel, Spokane County 4-H Horse Project allocates funding through its approved budget to support youth to attend state fair for horse events and state level equine educational contests.
$150 will be awarded to youth in horse events.
$100 will be awarded to youth in equine educational contests.

2. State Hippology contests: intermediate & seniors, team of four
State Horse Judging contests: Jr, Int, Senior, individual/team. Max of 10 per age group.
State Horse Bowl contests: intermediate & seniors team of four
WA State Equine Presentation Contest: Seniors only
State Groom Squad Contest: Seniors only
General Presentation contest
Youth participating in multiple horse disciplines can collect supporting funds for each discipline. Some sections could be grouped together such as Dressage/Performance section and small equine/harness section- youth will only receive one allocation of funds for that section. Funds will be available prior to departing for the WA State competition.

7. Why is this policy important to change/amend or add to the manual?
This policy is important because these steps specifies:
A. that most of these policies are currently executed for Spokane Co. 4-H youths, but only some of them are officially written, or are only partially written, in the Spokane Co. Supplemental Guide. This proposal encourages these policies to be added to the supplemental.
B. which level of 4-H youth are eligible to earn a state jacket or patch: Senior and Intermediate youth.
B. what "award" each eligible state competitor earns for their dedication, practice, and placing in equine riding and educational competitions: a jacket for their first year at state and a patch for each subsequent state qualifying event

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/124vntHz7yfEfMuHh5OWF1NahwR0lED3AqRFBKvQ6Xb/edit#response=ACYDBNnt5pvIMmxHdS35EUlkklu1lZ2VxB...
C. who awards the efforts of the state-bound youth: Sp. Co. 4-H Horse Project committee
D. how the state jackets are funded
E. which 4-H levels are eligible for specific events.
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Please submit the policy recommendation here

The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Jakayla Sims
Buckles & Bling
Yes
23

State fair points
The rule book currently states: Performance, Western Games, Driving, Jumping/Dressage points are calculated for State Fair as they are for year-end high points except: a blue ribbon in Showmanship with that project animal is given priority over a red ribbon in Showmanship. White ribbons in Showmanship do not qualify for State Fair. Only one Danish Showmanship ribbon (with qualifying project animal) in said color is necessary. A list of State Fair Qualifiers specifying the horse & rider pair or pairs that have qualified for competition at State Fair will be posted on the 4-H Web site.

Needs to state: Performance, Western Games, Driving, Small Equine, and Dressage points are calculated for State Fair as they are for all points except: a blue ribbon in Showmanship with that project animal is given priority over a red ribbon in Showmanship. White ribbons in Showmanship and all other classes do not qualify for State Fair. Only one Danish Showmanship ribbon (with qualifying project animal) with a blue or red color is necessary. A list of State Fair Qualifiers specifying the horse & rider pair or pairs that have qualified for competition at State Fair will be posted on the 4-H Web site. This is just an update to wording and the class list.
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Google Forms
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

1. Becky Parrish
2. Frog Hollow
3. New policy
4. Page 23, number 7
5. Educational and state fair
6. Members that compete at State 4-H Fair with their horse must have competed in at least one of the following horse educational contests that year; horse judging, horse bowl, impromptu, hippology, groom squad, horse presentations (county level), and equine presentation contest (individual, team, and public speaking).
7. Update available education contests and remove events that are no longer active.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google

Google Forms
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

1. Becky Parrish
2. Frog Hollow
3. Yes
4. Page 23 Number 11
5. Hippology state qualification
6. Hippology state qualifiers will be selected as follows: 1. Member has participated in at least 1 of the 2 county competitions. 2. The highest score of the two competitions will be used. Criteria for a team position is based on overall ranking with choice given to the highest rankings. 3. In the case of a tie, the contestant with the highest test score will have priority on the state team.
7. Need specific details for team selection stated in the rules.
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Susie Merritt
Resource club
Page
add #24

Only the horse show committee may approach the judge during the show. See complete rule PNW page 7 Youth may approach the judge after show is completed for educational purposes, not to dispute placing.
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Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

4-H Policy proposal #2 by
1. Kelly Pefley
2. 4-H Club : Buckles and Bling
3. Is this a new policy: NO
4. What page #, paragraph, section, etc., is the policy on or should be on? PAGE 24
5. What is the topic of this policy? Horse Project Committee, Article IV. Meetings
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing?

AMEND Section 1: The Horse Project Committee shall meet at least eight (8) times a year with one (1) meeting required in October to elect officers, one (1) meeting in November to vote and approve the annual budget for the current 4-H year and to propose policy changes or amendments, and one (1) meeting in December to vote on the proposed policy changes for the current 4-H year.

ADD Section 1a. Policy proposals will be due the 2nd Tuesday of November to the 4-H Extension office. This will allow one month for horse club leaders to receive a copy of the proposals from the 4-H Extension office to share them with their club during their own Sept. business meeting, if applicable.

ADD Section 3. A monthly meeting scheduled for the 2nd Tuesday of each month (except in September) at 7:00 pm at the WSU Spokane County Extension Office or hybrid via Zoom. It is held to allow sub-committees to report to the Horse Project committee, for members to discuss county-wide and club level activities, to vote and approve motions, and to inform Volunteers of upcoming events.

ADD Section 3a. The Horse Project Executive Officers shall meet 30-60 minutes prior to the general Horse Project committee meetings
ADD Section 3b. The Executive Officers shall consist of the president, vice-president, secretary, both treasurers, points keeper, and horse certifier.

ADD Section 4. All 4-H Horse clubs in Spokane Co. must have one representative attending the general monthly Horse Project committee meetings. This could include club Leaders, Project Leaders, Parent Volunteers, or Senior level youth members. Any and all enrolled 4-H volunteers and/or youth members are welcome to attend as voting or non-voting members of the county 4-H Horse Project committee.

7. Why is this policy important to change/amend or add to the manual?
This proposal:
allows the weight of “heavy” agenda items to be covered over a three (3) month period, and subsequently lightens the load of the current December meeting agenda.
will assist in keeping the Oct., Nov., & Dec. meetings under 2 hours, as currently stated in Article IV, Section 2., p. 24 of the supplemental policy
Specifies that the meetings are in-person and virtual
assists in allowing most of the 2 hour block of time to dedicate to one “heavy” agenda item without the need to rush through discussions and voting on policy changes or the annual budget.
moves the voting of the budget to the November meeting. 
I does not interfere with elections of new officers in October since the current officers continue their duties until Nov. 1. 
specifies which officers are considered Executive Officers. 
Welcomes any and all enrolled 4-H participants throughout Spokane Co. allowing for an open meeting format. 
Encourages each 4-H Horse project club in the county to send a member of their club to the monthly committee meetings to 
be 1st informed of county-wide horse activities and events.
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Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

4-H Policy proposal #4 by
1. Kelly Pefley
2. 4-H Club : Buckles and Bling
3. Is this a new policy:: YES
4. What page #, paragraph, section, etc., is the policy on or should be on? Page 25, ARTICLE VI, Section 1, subsection A, #4
5. What is the topic of this policy? Duties of President
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing?
7. Shall be a fourth (4th) signer on the Horse Project bank account

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

4-H Policy proposal #5 by
1. Kelly Pefley
2. 4-H Club: Buckles and Bling
3. Is this a new policy: NO
4. What page #, paragraph, section, etc., is the policy on or should be on? Page 27, ARTICLE VI, Section 3, subsection A
5. What is the topic of this policy? Non-performance of (Horse Project officer) duties or vacancies
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing?
AMEND subsection A: Any officer not performing prescribed duties of his/her office for two (2) consecutive meetings will be replaced by nomination of a H.P. Executive Officer and voted into office during the next general Horse Project committee meeting.
7. Why is this policy important to change/amend or add to the manual?
   A pool of seven (7) people are better than one or two in discussing, considering, and nominating an appropriate person to fill the vacancy, especially if there are known stipulations of who is eligible to be nominated. This task should not rest upon one or two people when there is an entire county of volunteers to consider.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Google Forms
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

4-H Policy proposal #6 by
1. Kelly Pefley
2. 4-H Club: Buckles and Bling
3. Is this a new policy: NO
4. What page #, paragraph, section, etc., is the policy on or should be on? Page 27, ARTICLE VII, Executive Committee and Duties of the Executive Committee
5. What is the topic of this policy? Amend the literature of this paragraph
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing?
AMEND the paragraphs:
The Executive committee
The Executive committee of the Spokane County 4-H Horse Project Committee shall consist of the President, the Vice-President, the Secretary, the Treasurers, the Points Keeper, the Horse Certificates Manager, and the horse project 4-H Staff member will serve as a non-voting member.
The Duties of the Executive Committee
In case of emergencies, or when a decision must be made immediately, The President may call a meeting of all Executive Officers, or take a poll of said members by phone, email, Google Forms, or by text message. The 4-H staff person responsible for the equine project must be included in this emergency process. An emergency decision is defined as a decision that must be approved before the next scheduled Horse Project Committee meeting. A simple majority of Executive Officers must be involved in the decision.
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Please submit the policy recommendation here.
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

4-H Policy proposal #3 by
1. Kelly Pefley
2. 4-H Club: Buckles and Bling
3. Is this a new policy: NO
4. What page #, paragraph, section, etc., is the policy on or should be on? PAGE 28
5. What is the topic of this policy? Standing Subcommittees/Ad Hoc Committees
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing?

Article VIII, Standing Subcommittees/Ad Hoc Committees
AMEND Section 2, B, #2. Year-End Awards
AMEND Section 2, B, #4. Impromptu and Public Speaking Contest
AMEND Section 2, B, #11. Spring Clinic
AMEND Section 2, B, #14. Competitive Trail Ride
ADD Section 2, B, #16. Equine Presentations

Section 3. (current wording, proposed wording)
A committee that is meeting must include at least three (3) project members in order for any decision or recommendation to be valid.
AMEND Section 3. A subcommittee must include at least three (3) project members in order for it to move into planning, execution, and wrap-up phases, and in order for any decision or recommendation to be valid.

ADD subsection 3a. Project members could include 4-H Resource Volunteers, enrolled and active 4-H Parent volunteers, and Senior level 4-H youth members. All county volunteers who are active and enrolled are encouraged to sign up for a subcommittee, but not more than three subcommittees.

ADD subsection 3b. Notice of subcommittee events, dates, times, locations should be published on the 4-H website and in the weekly 4-H Friday Update emails.

Section 4 (current wording, proposed wording)
A completed Spokane County 4-H Report Form for all meetings will be turned into the 4-H office upon the completion of the meeting.
AMEND Section 4: Subcommittees must submit at least three (3) meeting minutes to the 4-H Staff upon completion of the three (3) meetings, report to the Horse Project general meeting its attendance list, progress, decisions, execution of its event, the number of participants, youth awards/placings if necessary; announce meeting dates, times, and format (in-person, virtual, or hybrid); and wrap-up information.

Section 5. (current wording, proposed wording)
A written report of activities must be submitted to the 4-H office within 30 days of said event. The report needs to include an attendance list, awards/placings, and a profit and loss statement.
AMEND Section 5: A wrap up meeting and a profit/loss financial report must be submitted to the treasurers and the Horse Project committee within 45 days of the event.
ADD Section 6. All subcommittee meetings must include one (1) 4-H staff member.

ADD Section 7. At each November 4-H Horse Project Committee meeting, each subcommittee must propose a needed budget for the current 4-H year. Subcommittees must not exceed the approved budgeted amount.

ADD Section 8. Any profit margin from subcommittee events shall be used to pay appropriate expenses incurred by it. A profitable subcommittee may vote to distribute profitable funds to other Horse Project subcommittees, especially to those that incur expenses and do not make a profit, i.e., educational contests or the Horse scholarship account. Funds must stay within a 4-H calendar year (Oct. 1-Sept. 30), and are reallocated to the general Horse Project account on the profit and loss statement. Profit margins of subcommittees may not be refunded directly to families who participated in any subcommittee event.

ADD Section 9: Late registration fees of subcommittees shall be directed towards supporting the purchases of state jackets for eligible and attending state participants as proposed/stated on page 23 of the Spokane Co. supplemental guide under State Jackets and State Contests financial support.

ADD Section 10. The following forms are available online as a fillable form or printed blank through Google Docs or Sheets. Each must be signed in hand-writing or digitally by the subcommittee chairperson prior to submitting to the Co-Treasurer - Payables:

1. Horse Project Check Request Form with explanations
2. 4-H Deposit Voucher
3. Horse Project Profit and Loss form

7. Why is this policy important to change/amend or add to the manual?
The proposal:
Places into writing within the supplemental guide most of what is already executed.
Specifies what is allowed and not allowed with profit margins of subcommittee events.
Specifies that subcommittees are responsible for assisting the Horse Project committee in budgetary items and when.
Reiterates the allocation of late registration fees towards the funding of state jackets
States some of the unwritten policies that are already executed into practice and places them into writing within the supplemental guide.
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Susie Merritt
Resource Club
Not new policy
Article IX Section 2
Rules
A team of members of the horse executive board and horse project volunteers will meet between the December policy voting horse project meeting to review new policy additions to ensure completeness, consistency, and that policy does not contradict or is less restrictive than State Horse Policy or WA State 4-H policy to be completed by the January meeting.
Why this is important to help ensure policies are reviewed by multiple people to ensure policy are current, accurate, and follow state policy.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Google Forms
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within
   the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

1. Janna Dinnick
2. B&B
3. yes
4. wherever mini or miniature horse is mentioned
5. change to the correct verbiage
6. wherever it states mini or miniature horse change to state small equine
7. to line up with state and it is the proper and broader term to use when speaking about miniature horses, Shetland ponies,
   welch ponies and so on.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google

Google Forms

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/124vnltHzY-iEfMuh5OWfINahwR0lEO3AqRFBKv8X81/edit?response=ACYDBNiII5PvVIMxXHdS35EUInklu1l2V... 108/123
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Jakayla Sims
Buckles & Bling
Yes
Most sections
The above rules will supersede those in the 4-H Contest Guide
This wording "The above rules will supersede those in the 4-H Contest Guide" needs to be taken out of every section. Our rule book can not go against the PNW contest guide.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Google Forms
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Jakayla Sims
Buckles & Bling
No

19
Updating classes/verbiage on Horse projects points system page
Highlighted portions are updated
The Points & Rules Committee will record points for all certified project and activity horses that participate in Spokane County competitive horse project events. The points are used to determine qualifiers for High Points, State Fair, and year-end awards. Points are recorded from all qualifying shows. We place 1-8th place and award blue, red, and white danishes. Activity horses only qualify for high points at shows, not year end awards and not state.

Points are kept on the following classes

PERFORMANCE
1. Showmanship
2. Hunt Seat
3. Saddle Seat
4. Western Equitation
5. Bareback Equitation
6. Trail
7. Reining (Intermediates/Seniors only)
8. Disciplined Rail (Intermediates/Seniors only)
9. Walk/Trot English
10. Walk/Trot Western
11. Walk/Trot Trail

JUMPING
1. Showmanship
2. Hunt Seat Equitation
3. Section 1
4. Section 2
5. Section 3
6. Section 4
7. Section 5
8. Section 6.
(we will need to define section heights before this goes into the rule book)

DRIVING
1. Driving Showmanship
2. Ground Driving
3. Pleasure Driving

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/124vntHtzY-IEfMuh5OWFNahwR0iED3AaRFBKvQ8X8/edit?response=ACYDBNilt5PvVIMx1dS35EUinkiu1li2Vx... 49/123
4-H Horse Policy Change Form

SMALL EQUINE
1. Showmanship
2. In-Hand Trail
3. In-Hand Jumping
4. Dressage In-hand

GREEN HORSE-Senior and Intermediates only
1. Showmanship under 2 years
2. Showmanship 2 years and over
3. Foal Test
4. Yearling Test
5. 2 year Test
6. Ground Driving
7. 1st Year Under Saddle
8. 2nd Year Under Saddle
9. 3rd Year Under Saddle
10. 4th Year Under Saddle
11. In hand trail

DRESSAGE
1. Dressage Showmanship
2. Dressage Seat Eq
3. Introductory Level/Western Intro
4. Training Level/Western Basic
5. First Level/Western Level 1

These changes are to update the book with our new classes and clerical errors.
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Google Forms
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Jakayla Sims
Buckles & Bling
No

Updating classes/verbiage on Horse projects points system page
Highlighted portions are updated
The Points & Rules Committee will record points for all certified project horses that participate in Spokane County competitive horse project events. The points are used to determine qualifiers for High Points, State Fair, and year-end awards. Points are recorded from all qualifying shows. We place 1-8th place and award blue, red, and white danishes. Activity horses do not qualify for points and awards

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Google Forms

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/124vntiHlzY-IEfMuhsOWFINahwr0lED3AdRFBKvQ8X8/edit?response=ACVDNnltSPvVlMxHdS35EUJnku1l2Vx... 72/123
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Page 11
Janna #2
Page 11
Harness See the Driving Manual PNW229

Drivers must receive at least a red ribbon in ground driving before competing with the cart/buggy.
Classes offered at shows
- Showmanship
- Ground driving
- Precision driving
- Reinsmanship
- Pleasure driving

WHY? Because this is consistent with state

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Susie Merritt
Resource club
Page 22
ADD
For year end awards, to qualify in educational exhibitors need to compete in more than 1 educational contest.

Why was voted on prior needs to make sure it gets in the policy rehaul.
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/124vntH7Y-EfiMuh5OWF1NahwR0IE3aQrFBKvQ8X8/edit?response=ACYDBNiYCIyFkwWkU46NE-Ylaoch%vVdY...
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Susie Merritt
Resource Club
Yes new
Page 22
Add Equine Presentation Contest
3 different contests that are state and national qualifiers. Individual, Team and Public Speaking. Highest scores of each individual contest will attend state contest. Points will be collected for educational high point. Only for seniors at state contest. Jr, Int are encouraged to practice and complete with this format to be prepared. Youth must receive a blue ribbon to compete at WA State contest.
Equine Presentation Contest is a county level and state level competition for equine related topics. This event and score sheet is different than then equine presentation contest. Youth must receive a blue ribbon to compete at WA State Fair in Puyallup. Open to Jr, Int, and Seniors up to 12 total participants.
Why: Equine presentation is a state and national contest that we participated in for the first time this year. Is gives a national opportunity to our youth that are fabulous public speakers. Give current and accurate information about general equine presentations at state fair. And enables horse to plan for a budget amount needed for state fair.
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Google Forms
Please submit the policy recommendation here
The following must be included:
1. Your Full Name,
2. 4-H Club
3. Is this a new policy: Yes or NO
4. What page number and paragraph or # is this policy on or should be on?
5. What is the topic of this policy? For example: horse shows, horse cert, dressage)
6. What is the exact policy wording you are proposing? *You may rewrite the policy how it would look within the policy paragraph.
7. Why is this policy important to change or add?

Kate M
Easy rider
Yes
16 #4
Dressage
dhjskal;

Please note this is not a rule change just a practice to make sure form was working properly.

-KM
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